Help for Tariff Filers
Starting a new filing
As enter the Tariff Filing system – you should note your userID top left. Seeing that lets you know you
are logged in and recognized with rights and privileges of a Tariff Filer.

Under the menu “Services”,
choose “New Tariff Upload”
to begin a new filing.
NOTE the new option – to
“Resume” in case you are cut
off before finishing a filing.
No longer do you have to
start over.

If you represent more than one utility – your first step will be to select the utility this tariff filing will be
for. Most of the contact information should be pre‐filled for you either from your last filing or from your
user account. Correct as needed.
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If this filing is the result of a order within a KY PSC Case provide the case number. You may provide a
“short hand” case number. For example for case 2017‐00189 you may simply type 17‐189. Once the
case number is entered click the magnifying glass to search for the order dates of that case.

Select the correct date of the order once the list returns.

Finish the filing record with a proposed effective date and description. Then click “Continue”.
Then you will begin to upload the documents needed.
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Uploading the documents
Click the large “Add files” button to select files from your computer. Repeat until you have found them
all.

At this point none of the files have been uploaded yet. Choose the “not” button at the end of any row
to eliminate an un‐intended document.
You may use the large “Start upload” button to upload all files.
Or you may choose the arrow within each line and upload each document one at a time.
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Use the provided list to describe each file. Then choose “Save Descriptions”
Note there is a trash can to remove any document that you no longer wish to include in this filing.

You can add more documents and edit the descriptions as needed. When you are satisfied with the
collection of documents and their descriptions click “Complete”.

The screen should transition to a printable receipt and you should receive an email receipt at the
address provided in the filing record.
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Amendment Expected
As you choose to make a new filing if any previous filing requires an amendment you will be notified.
You can choose either to work on the necessary amendment or to continue with your new filing as
planned.

Resuming a filing in progress
If elect to continue a filing, you will be presented with a list of filings in progress.
Use the “Delete Filing” button to remove any old filings that you will not complete.
Use the “Continue Filing” button to proceed to the document upload portion of the process.
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Deleting an entire filing
Another means to delete a filing, its record and all documents is the large “Delete Files” button on the
upload screen.
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